
                                                                                                                       
 

MONDAY 9 AUGUST 2021 

Media release 

HUNDREDS OF AIRLINES FLIGHTS COULD BE GROUNDED THIS SUMMER 

HUNDREDS of airline flights could be grounded this summer because thousands of critical 
aviation ground operations workers are on the cusp of leaving the industry as they have 
been excluded from the Australian Government’s support package for the rest of the sector. 

The Australian Government announced a $750 a week support package last week that is 
designed to protect local aviation jobs and ensure these skilled workers are available when 
normal flight schedules resume in coming months. 

However, only airline staff are eligible, with specialist aviation ground operations staff 
employed by third party suppliers excluded. 

Without aviation ground operations, planes cannot fly.  

Attached is a list of Australia’s 51 major airports and the proportion of ground operations 
functions performed by specialist outsourced companies. 

Aviation ground operations staff perform 15 key functions at airports including; conducting 
aircraft safety inspections before takeoff, taxiing aircraft onto runways, ensuring that 
baggage and cargo are safely balanced in aircraft holds, communicating with aircraft control 
towers, managing all aircraft movement on the ground, aircraft cleaning, security 
assessment of passengers at checkin, driving passenger buses across tarmacs, infligyht 
catering and baggage and cargo handling. 

Eighty per cent of all aviation ground operations are performed by specialist outsourced 
providers, while only 20 per cent are performed by airlines themselves. This is a worldwide 
trend that has grown over the last 20 years, as airlines concentrate on flying.  

Australian Aviation Ground Handling Industry Alliance Chair Glenn Rutherford said today 
that Australia’s economic recovery this summer could be threatened. 

“Our 9,800 specialist ground handlers are being denied the same financial support from the 
government for doing the same work, at the same airport for the same airline as inhouse 
employees,” he said. 

“If that protection is not extended to all aviation ground operations personnel, it will inevtiably 
mean a large proportion of our workforce will pursue other more financially secure work in 
the weeks ahead, after almost 18 months of diminished or no work. 

“It will then take at least six months to recruit more workers when state borders reopen, train 
them up to government standards and have them accredited by the government. 

“That means we are likely to see many flights grounded in November, December, January 
and February owing to a nationwide shortage of professional aviation ground operations 
staff.  










